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WHAT IN THE WORLD IS STEM?
You may have heard about it in school. Maybe you’ve seen the acronym
(an abbreviation using the first letters of other words). But what exactly is it?

STEM stands for:

SCIENCE

TECHNOLOGY

If you want to discover black holes, build
robots, design a space colony, cure diseases,
save animals from extinction, create video
games, or even bake the perfect cake, a STEM
education is for you.
STEM learning is all about getting your hands
dirty and your brain working. You learn by
doing. By making mistakes. By experimenting.
And by looking for solutions with other
people. You build. You concoct. You problemsolve. You explore. And you do all this by
integrating (combining) science, technology,
engineering, and math. This kit provides
a starting point. A place where you can
experiment, tinker, and solve problems.

STEM or STEAM?

ENGINEERING

MATH

Sometimes you will see STEAM instead of
STEM. The A in STEAM stands for the Arts
(visual art, music, dance, literature, poetry,
theatre, and so on). The arts are important
because they allow you to bring insight,
imagination, creative problem-solving, and
perseverance to your explorations.

CONTINUED

THE STEM PROJECT
COMPONENTS
The 35 projects demonstrate a wide range of science,
technology, engineering, and math principles. The plastic
components in your kit have been engineered to fit together
in a variety of ways, so that you can experiment with building
your own contraptions, automata, tabletop games, and optical
illusions. For most activities, everything you need is provided.
For some, you’ll need to gather some common household
ingredients or objects (see list on the STEM Components card).

THE STEM CARDS
Each project card includes what you need from the kit, as well
as other supplies to gather before you start. Simple instructions
guide you through the activity or experiment. A “What’s the
Science?” section gives you some of the science behind the
project. But the fun really starts when you take what you learn
and start thinking about how to use your new knowledge in new
ways. You don’t need to follow the cards in order. If you feel like
engineering, grab the engineering cards and start building!

THE PUNCH-OUT
PAPER COMPONENTS
For some activities, you’ll
need to punch out a paper
component. To build a
component, fold along the
scored lines and insert tabs into
their corresponding slots. The
activity card will show you how
to use the component.

YOUR STEM 101 COMPONENTS
Board x 4

Long Post x 4

Long Axle x 6

Medium Axle x 8

String (127cm)

Short Post x 4
Short Axle x 8

Magnifying Lens

Foam Ball x 2

Large Gear x 2

Medium Gear x 2

Collar x 16

Crank

Notch Cap

Straw

Small Gear x 2

Wheel x 4

Handle

Something missing or broken? Call SmartLab Toys Customer Service at 1-866-319-5900.
We will happily resolve your concerns.

Wheel Grip x 4

Hub x 2

CONTINUED

YOUR STEM 101 COMPONENTS (CONTINUED):
Mini Graduated
Cylinder x 3

Erlenmeyer Flask

Graduated Beaker

INGREDIENTS USED IN
SOME OF THE PROJECTS:
• Baking soda
• Borax laundry booster
• Bottled or distilled water
• Dish soap
• Egg
• Food coloring

Always get
adult permission
before using
items from
your home.

• Isopropyl alcohol
• Salt
• Strawberries
• Vegetable oil
• Vinegar
• White glue

OBJECTS USED IN SOME
OF THE PROJECTS:

Large Rubber
Band x 2

Small Rubber
Band x 2

Balloon x 3

Punch-Out Paper
Components x 3 sheets
STEM Activy Cards x 35

• Black markers (permanent,
washable, dry erase)
• Bowls
• CD or DVD
• Smartphone
• Coffee filter
• Empty soda cans
• Fluorescent or compact
fluorescent lightbulb
• Jar with lid
• Measuring cups and spoons
• Metal keys on key ring
• Mugs

!

• Paper
• Paper towel
• Pen, pencil, or marker
• Plate
• Ruler
• Scissors
• Small resealable plastic bag
• Small, clear drinking glass
• Stiff card (like a playing card)
• Stirring spoons
• Tape
• Timer

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

• Not for children under 8 years.
• Always keep small parts and balloons away from small children.
• This kit includes a latex balloon. Some people are allergic to latex.
If you’re one of them, have an assistant handle the balloon.
• One experiment uses borax. Avoid inhaling borax dust and keep
it away from the face, mouth, and eyes. Keep borax away from
small children. Wash hands after coming into contact with borax.
• All these projects go better when you have a grownup to help
you. For a few of the science experiments, you absolutely must
have an adult assistant—the instructions tell you which ones.

TIPS AND TRICKS
If something isn’t working, keep trying.
Keep tweaking it. It’s your job as an engineer
to figure out how to make it work. Come up
with your own hacks, solutions, and builds.

On the engineering builds, look at the
illustrations to show you which direction the
pegs on the boards are pointing. This will
help you orient the boards correctly.

Use the collars as needed as spacers and
stoppers for the axles. If you need more
spacers or stoppers on your gear trains, try
using other gears and wheels for this.

TROUBLESHOOTING:
• If a collar gets stuck on an axle, thread
the axle through a post and use the
post to push the collar off.

Peg

Peg

• If a post fits too loosely in a board,
stick a small piece of tape on the end
of the post to add bulk.
• If a fit is too tight or too loose on a
part, try a different part.
• If an axle is too tight or too loose, try
threading it through from the other
end, or try a different axle.
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SOME STEM CAREERS TO EXPLORE
ENGINEERING:

MEDICAL:

MATH:

PLANT AND ANIMAL:

Aerospace
Agricultural
Chemical
Biomedical
Energy
Industrial
Nano
Electrical
Materials
Nautical
Petroleum
Robotics
Nuclear
Mechanical
Environmental
Electronics
Civil
Automotive
Optical
Software

Anesthesiologist
Dentist
Doctor
Nurse
Physician assistant
Pharmacologist
Geneticist
Pharmacist
Psychologist

Accountant
Actuary
Auditor
Data scientist
Economist
Mathematician
Operation research analyst
Quantitative analyst
Statistician

Agricultural scientist
Botanist
Marine biologist
Soil and plant scientist
Veterinarian
Zoologist

RESEARCH:

EARTH SCIENCE:

College professor
Library scientist
Researcher
Scientific journalist
Science technician

Conservation scientist
Environmental scientist
Forester
Geologist
Geoscientist
Hydrologist
Meteorologist
Mineralogist
Natural sciences manager
Oceanographer
Paleontologist
Sustainability specialist

Biochemist
Biophysicist
Forensic pathologist
Particle physicist
Chemist
Materials scientist
Physicist
Biologist
Food scientist
Microbiologist

SPACE:
Astrobiologist
Astronaut
Astronomer
Atmospheric scientist
Astrophysicist
Cosmologist
Planetary scientist

TECHNOLOGY:
Computer animator
Computer hardware engineer
Computer programmer
Computer scientist
Cyber security worker
Video game designer
Network administrator
Website design

BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS:

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• 1 Raw egg
(still in the shell)
• Vinegar
• Jar with lid
• Refrigerator

THE NAKED EGG

!

1

CAUTION

Always wash your hands
after handling raw eggs.

Acid-Base Reactions • Osmosis

PROCEDURE:
1

Carefully place the egg in the
bottom of the jar and cover
it completely with vinegar.

4

Cover the egg with fresh vinegar and put the
jar back in the fridge for another 24 hours.
Wash your hands.

2

Screw the lid onto the
jar and place it in the
refrigerator for 24 hours.

5

3

After 24 hours, pour the
vinegar down the drain.
Use your hand to keep the
egg from falling out.

After 24 hours, the eggshell should be
gone (if it’s not, repeat step 4). Carefully
pour the egg into your hand. Dump the
vinegar down the drain.

What’s the Science?
The eggshell dissolved because the
calcium carbonate (a base) in the
eggshell reacted with the acetic acid
in the vinegar. The acid-base reaction
turned the shell into carbon dioxide
(CO2) gas bubbles and a salt that
dissolved. That leaves only the rubbery
membrane holding the egg together.

Osmosis
Your egg grew when its shell came off.
That’s because water can pass through
the egg’s outer membrane, but bigger
molecules can’t. The egg white inside the
egg is about 90% water. The vinegar on the
outside is 95% water. The egg absorbed
water through the membrane until the
percentage on both sides became equal.
That’s called osmosis (oss-MOE-sis).

Holding the egg over the sink, carefully
observe how it looks and feels.

TAKE IT FURTHER:
1

Put the egg carefully
back in the jar.

2

Cover the egg with corn syrup,
then put the beaker back in the
fridge for another 24 hours.
When you take it out again,
you’ll have a naked, shrunken
egg! Can you explain why?
The corn syrup has a much
lower percentage of water
than the inside of the egg.
Water passes out of the egg
through the membrane to
equalize the concentration.
Can you think of a way to
make the egg grow again?

When you’re
done with all
your experiments,
put the naked egg in
the garbage.
Do not eat.

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• White glue
• Borax laundry
powder
• Warm water
• Food coloring
(optional)
• Beaker
• Bowl
• Measuring spoons
• Spoon

SLIME TIME

Polymers • Cross-linking • Elasticity
Endothermic Reactions • Non-Newtonian Fluids

!

2

BORAX CAUTION

Avoid breathing borax dust and keep it away from your
face, mouth, and eyes. Keep borax away from small children.
Wash your hands after coming into contact with borax.

PROCEDURE:
1

Measure 90 mL warm water
into the beaker. Add 5 mL borax
powder. Stir until dissolved.

2

In the bowl, mix 30 mL white glue and 30 mL
warm water. Add coloring.

3

Stir a spoonful of borax solution into the glue
mixture. Stir in borax solution until the mixture
gets too stiff to stir.

4

Remove your slime from beaker and knead
by hand until smooth.

Hold the slime in the palm
of your hand and open your
fingers. How does the slime
behave? Can you roll it into a
ball? Does it bounce? Pull the
slime ball apart quickly. What
does it do if you leave it on a
plate? Is the slime warm or cool?

What’s the Science?
Glue contains polyvinyl (PAUL-ee-VINE-uhl)
acetate (PVA) molecules. PVAs are polymers
(PALL-uh-murs)—long molecules made up of
smaller parts, like links on a chain. Dissolving
the borax powder in water creates borate
ions, which are negatively charged borate
molecules. The borate ions join the stretchy
polymer chains together, a bit like rungs on a
ladder. This is called cross-linking. The chemical
reaction between the PVA and borate ions in
the borax solution is endothermic, that means
it absorbs heat energy, so the slime feels cool.
Slime doesn’t behave like a liquid or a solid.
Slime is called a non-Newtonian fluid, because it
doesn’t behave the way physicist Isaac Newton
(1643–1727) predicted liquids should behave.

TAKE IT FURTHER:

Polymers

Cross-linked Polymers

• Adjust the recipe above by changing
some of the amounts.
• Instead of borax, make PVA slime with
120 mL white glue, 7.5 mL baking soda,
and 15 mL multipurpose contact lens
solution containing boric acid. Adjust
amounts as needed.
• Research different slime recipes and
make them. Use a ruler to figure out
which one is the stretchiest.
• Make another non-Newtonian slime
by mixing 2 parts cornstarch and 1
part water. When it’s too stiff to stir,
use your fingers. How does this slime
behave when you try to pick it up? What
happens if you smack it with your hand?

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH

BUBBLE UP!

Density • Miscible and Immiscible Solutions • Gravity
pH • Chemical Reactions • Surface Tension • Emulsion

PROCEDURE:
1

Set the cylinder on the plate.

3

Add 2 mL of oil.

2

Measure 3 mL of vinegar
into the cylinder.

4

Let the oil settle on top
of the vinegar.

5

Add 1 drop of food
coloring. What does it do?

6

Now, pour .616 mL
(1/8 teaspoon) of baking
soda onto the oil.

7

What happens when the
soda falls into the vinegar?

What’s the Science?

If a liquid can mix and dissolve in another liquid,
the liquids are miscible. Liquids that can’t mix are
immiscible. Oil and vinegar (mostly water) are
immiscible. Also, oil is less dense (lighter) than
vinegar, so it stays on top. The drop of coloring
is mostly water, so it doesn’t dissolve in the oil.
When you add baking soda, the weight of the
powder drags the drop of color into the vinegar.
There, the baking soda (a base) reacts with
the vinegar (an acid), releasing carbon dioxide
bubbles. The bubbles rise through the oil, and pop
when they reach the barrier between the water
and the atmosphere (surface tension).

MATERIALS:
• Mini graduated
cylinder
• White vinegar
• Light vegetable or
mineral oil
• Food coloring
• Baking soda
• Plate
• Measuring spoons

3

For more
about acids
and bases, see
#1 Naked Egg
project.

TAKE IT FURTHER:
Soap molecules attach to both oil and water molecules, allowing the immiscible
liquids to mix. This is called an emulsion. Repeat steps 1–4. Use a chopstick to stir
the oil and water together. Set aside for 15 minutes. What happens to the mixture?
Stir in a few drops of dish soap. What happens now?

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• Salt
• Bottled or
distilled water
• Dish soap
• Isopropyl alcohol,
ice cold
• Measuring spoons
• Timer
• Small, clear
drinking glass or jar
• Erlenmeyer flask
• Spoon for stirring

EXTRACT YOUR
OWN DNA

4

Adult help required
with rubbing alcohol.

!

NOTE

Place the rubbing alcohol bottle in the
freezer for 30 minutes. It must be ice cold.

Cell Biology • DNA

PROCEDURE:
1

Dissolve 3 mL salt in 100 mL water. Pour 45
mL of the solution into a small glass. Discard
the rest.

2

Vigorously swish and gargle the saltwater
solution for 60 seconds (use a timer) to
wash cells off the inside of your cheeks.

3

Spit the saltwater back into the glass.

4

Add 1 drop dish soap to the saltwater-saliva
solution and gently stir. Avoid bubbles.

5

Pour the solution into the Erlenmeyer flask.

6

Tip the flask, and S-L-O-W-L-Y drizzle 25 mL of cold alcohol
down the side.

7

Wait for 3 minutes. Watch the boundary line between the water
and alcohol. You should see white threads or clumps forming
and rising into the alcohol. That’s your DNA!

What’s the Science?
DNA stands for deoxyribonucleic acid (DEE-oxy-RYE-bo-new-CLAY-ic acid).
Every living organism has DNA. For organisms other than bacteria, DNA is
inside the cell’s nucleus. The DNA molecule is a long polymer chain that holds
the unique genetic instructions for making and maintaining the organism. If
you uncoiled the DNA from a single human cell, it would stretch to be about
2 meters long!

For more
about extracting
DNA, see #5
Extract DNA from a
Strawberry!
project

For
more about
polymers, see
project #2
Slime Time.

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• Beaker
• Small resealable
plastic bag
• Bottled or
distilled water
• 2 Strawberries,
green parts removed
• Dish soap
• Salt
• Rubbing alcohol,
ice cold
• Coffee filter
• Water

EXTRACT DNA FROM
A STRAWBERRY!
Flocculation • Solubility

PROCEDURE:
1

Place 2 strawberries in a resealable
plastic bag.

6

Rinse the beaker and place
a coffee filter inside it.

2

Squeeze the air out of the bag
and seal it.

7

3

Mash the berries for 2 minutes.

Pour the mixture through
the filter. Twist the top of
the filter to squeeze the
clear juice into the beaker.

4

In your beaker, mix 90 mL of water,
10 mL of dish soap, and 1 teaspoon
of salt.

8

5

Add 2 teaspoons (10 mL) of the
solution to the bag. Reseal the bag
and gently smash the mixture for
1 minute (avoid bubbles).

Tilt the beaker and pour
5 mL of chilled rubbing
alcohol down the inside.
Do not mix or stir the
beaker. You’ll see the white
DNA strands form where
the alcohol layer meets the
cell solution.

Adult help
required with
rubbing alcohol.

!

NOTE

Place the rubbing
alcohol bottle in
the freezer for 30
minutes. It must
be ice cold.

What’s the Science?
Every ingredient in your extraction
solution has a purpose. The soap
breaks down the cell walls exposing
the DNA molecules. Salt neutralizes
DNA’s negative charge and
separates the proteins in the cell
from the DNA. Everything except
the DNA dissolves in the alcohol,
so the DNA strands clump together
(flocculate) and you can see them.

For more
about DNA, see
#4 Extract
Your Own DNA
project.

5

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• Glass jar
• Balloon (see NOTE)
• Scissors
• Rubber band
• Plastic drinking
straw
• Tape
• Pencil
• Paper
• Pen

MAKE A
BAROMETER

!

6

NOTE

You’ll be cutting up a balloon for this project,
so wait to do it after you’ve performed the other
projects that use balloons: Balloon Car, Balloon Rocket,
Lighten Up, and Move Objects Using Electricity!

Atmospheric pressure • Weather prediction

PROCEDURE:
1

Cut off the opening
of a balloon and
discard it.

5

Place the jar against
a wall that doesn’t
receive direct sunlight.

2

Stretch the remaining
balloon piece around
the opening of the jar.
Make it tight across the
top—like a drumhead.

6

Tape a piece of paper
to the wall (ask first!)
and make a mark
where the straw
touches the paper.

3

Secure the balloon
to the jar with the
rubber band.

7

4

Tape one end of the
straw flat onto the
middle of the balloon.

Check the barometer
throughout the day.
Has the straw moved
up or down? If so,
mark the location on
the paper.

What’s the Science?
Earth is surrounded by a blanket of air. This layer is our atmosphere. Because it’s composed
of molecules, it has weight. Changes in the atmosphere create weather. Warm air rises and
expands. Heavier cool air rushes in and takes its place. Then the warm air cools and falls
back toward Earth. As air flows from one area to another, the pressure changes, causing
wind and weather. High pressure brings fair weather. Low pressure brings moisture and
winds. On your barometer, high air pressure outside the jar pushes down on the balloon,
forcing the straw to point upward. So if the straw points up, expect fair weather. If the
outside air has low pressure, the air inside the jar has higher pressure and pushes up the
balloon—the straw points down. If the straw points down, expect rain or storms. Mark the
location of the straw every day. Can tell you what kind of weather to expect?

TAKE IT FURTHER:

For more
about air pressure,
see #7 Anti-Gravity
Water and
#8 Jumping Soda
Can projects.

What happens if you change the air
pressure inside the barometer? Take a
barometer reading at room temperature
and mark it on the paper. Then, place the
barometer in a bowl with a couple inches
of ice water. After 10 minutes, remove the jar
and place it next to the paper again. Did the
pressure change? Mark it. Now add a couple
inches of tap (hot tap water) to the bowl and
set the barometer inside. After 10 minutes,
place the jar near the paper again. Was there a
change? Can you explain what’s going on?

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• Erlenmeyer flask
• Water
• Playing card or
other stiff card

7

ANTI-GRAVITY
WATER
Atmospheric pressure • Cohesion • Gravity
!

NOTE

Do this
experiment
outside or
over the sink!

PROCEDURE:
1

Measure 60 mL of water into the
Erlenmeyer flask.

2

Cover the mouth of the flask completely
with a playing card or other stiff card.

3

Hold the card tightly in place with your hand
and turn the flask upside down.

4

Let go of the card.

TAKE IT FURTHER:

What’s the Science?
If you did it right, the card stayed in
place and the water stayed inside!
That’s because atmospheric pressure—
the same pressure that makes
weather—is pushing on you, and on all
sides of the container, including the
card on the bottom. Adhesion and
surface tension also hold the card on
the bottom by creating a seal to keep
outside air from getting in. Other
forces at work are:

Does the weight of the water in flask
make a difference? Try the experiment
again using 80 mL, 100 mL, and
120 mL of water.

Cohesion

Gravity

Water molecules sticking together.

The force that pulls everything
toward the center of Earth.

For more
about air pressure,
see #6 Make a
Barometer and
#8 Jumping Soda
Can projects.

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• 2 Mugs
• Empty soda can

8

JUMPING
SODA CAN

Bernoulli Principle • Air Pressure & Speed

PROCEDURE:
1

Place two mugs on a flat surface,
one in front of the other.

2

Set the empty soda can in one of
the mugs.

3

Blow air downward, between the
can and the wall of the mug, to
make the can jump into the empty
mug. You might need to adjust the
distance between the two mugs.

What’s the Science?
Higher air pressure underneath the can launched it
out of the mug! When a fluid, like air, moves faster,
it exerts less pressure. When you blow air between
the can and the mug, the faster-moving air changes
the pressure in that area. The harder you blow, the
faster the air flows, and the lower the pressure
becomes. This effect is called the Bernoulli
Principle. At some point, the pressure difference
is so great that the higher pressure beneath the
can lifts it up and out. The Bernoulli Principle helps
explain how airplanes achieve lift.

Faster
moving air
creates lower
air pressure.

Higher air pressure under can

TAKE IT FURTHER:
• Can you get the can to jump by blowing over the
top instead of down the side?
• Do the mugs have to be identical? Try different
sizes and heights.
• Can you do this challenge
with objects other than a
For more
soda can?
about air pressure,
• What is the maximum
see #6 Make a
Barometer and
distance you can get
#7 Anti-Gravity
the can to jump?
Water projects.

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• Fluorescent or
compact fluorescent
lightbulb (CFL)
• Inflated balloon
• Your hair
(or a piece of wool)

9

LIGHTEN UP!
Static electricity • Electric current
Atomic particles • Phosphorescence
!

NOTE

You will be tying off your balloon, so do this project after you’ve
used the balloon for Balloon Car and Balloon Rocket projects.

PROCEDURE:
1

Take the unplugged fluorescent lightbulb and inflated balloon into
a completely dark room or closet.

2

Keep your eyes open and count to 100 (or higher) s-l-o-w-l-y.

3

Once your eyes have adjusted to the dark, rub the balloon on your
hair (or wool) vigorously. Continue rubbing as you feel your hair
pulled toward the balloon.

4

When you’ve generated lots of static electricity, bring the balloon
near the bulb and wave it back and forth. The bulb will glow for a
few seconds!

What’s the Science?
You created an electric current! As you rub the balloon
on your hair (or wool), tiny negative particles called
electrons move from your hair to the balloon. This gives
the balloon a negative charge—it has too many electrons.
Fluorescent bulbs have mercury gas inside. When the
gas molecules collide with electrons, they emit invisible
ultraviolet (UV) light. The inside of the bulb is coated with
phosphors—a substance that emits visible light when hit
by UV rays. The negative charge on the balloon attracts
positive charges—and repels negative charges—in the gas.
The flow of charges within the bulb makes the glow.

Electricity
Everything you see (and don’t
see) is made of teeny-tiny parts
called atoms. Atoms have smaller
particles called electrons. Some
atoms don’t hold on to their
electrons very tightly, and electrons
can jump from one atom to another.
This movement of electrons from
one atom to another is electricity.
When a bunch of electrons are
moving in the same direction, you
have an electric current.

For more
about electricity,
see #10 Move
Objects Using
Electricity!
project.

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• Empty soda can
• Inflated balloon
• Table

MOVE OBJECTS
USING ELECTRICITY!
Charged Atoms • Static Electricity
Electric Current • Gravity

!

NOTE

10

You will be tying
off your balloon, so do
this project after you’ve
used the balloon for
Balloon Car and Balloon
Rocket projects.

PROCEDURE:
1

Place an empty soda can on its side on a table. Inflate the
balloon and tie it.

2

Charge the balloon by rubbing it with your hair or something
made of wool.

3

Use the charged balloon to attract the soda can and to drag
it across the table and over the edge.

What’s the Science?

Positively
charged
soda can

TAKE IT FURTHER:

Electric charge is a property of matter. Subatomic particles
called protons carry a positive charge. Subatomic particles
called electrons carry a negative charge. If an atom has more
electrons than protons, it will have a negative charge. This makes
it attractive to atoms with a positive charge. Charged atoms are
ions. Static electricity is the build-up of an electrical charge on
the surface of an object. When charged particles move or flow,
they produce electricity and magnetism.
Rubbing the balloon on hair or wool rubs off electrons, giving the
balloon a negative charge. When you hold the balloon near the
can, the positive and negative charges in the can are attracted or
repelled by the negatively charged balloon, and they rearrange
themselves. The side closest to the balloon gets a small positive
charge. Soda cans are light and easy to roll, so it takes a small
attractive force to get the can to roll across the table with the
balloon. Once the can moves over the edge of the table, the
stronger force of gravity acts on the can and it falls.

Negatively
charged
balloon

• Bring a charged balloon near one of
the foam balls. How does the ball
behave? Using kit components, can
you build a maze and move the ball
through it using static electricity? Can
you make the ball spin?
• Pour some bubble solution onto a
plate. Stick a straw in the solution and
blow gently to make a large bubble
on the plate. Bring a charged balloon
close to the bubble. How does the
bubble react?
• Hold a charged balloon over tiny
paper bits. What happens?
• Sprinkle salt and coarse
ground pepper on a plate. Hold a
charged balloon over the plate.
What happens?

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• 3 Mini graduated
cylinders
• Paper towel
• Scissors
• Ruler
• Water
• Food coloring
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RAINBOW
FLOWERS

Capillary Action • Cohesion • Adhesion

PROCEDURE:
1

Cut a piece of paper towel about 3 inches
wide and 6 inches high (7.6 cm x 15 cm).

2

Make four cuts, as shown:

3

Fill each graduated cylinder with 1
mL of water. Set the three cylinders as
close together as you can.

4

In cylinder 1, add a drop of red coloring.
In cylinder 2, add a drop of yellow
coloring. In cylinder 3, add a drop of
blue coloring.

about
3

6

¼

What’s the Science?
Water molecules stick together (cohesion).
They also stick to other surfaces (adhesion).
This is what makes capillary action happen.
The water is pulled up into the spaces
between the fibers of the towels because
of both cohesion and adhesion. The water
climbs up the towel and pulls more water
along. Water at the surface evaporates and
“pulls” more water molecules into the towel.

5

Place the end of a ¼" strip of paper towel in
each tube. Watch what happens! How long
does it take for the colors to meet and mix?

TAKE IT FURTHER:
Capillary action is how plants defy gravity
to pull water to the tops of trees! Tiny tubes
called xylem move water from the
roots to all parts of the plant.
For more
Instead of a paper towel,
about cohesion
place a stalk of celery or the
and adhesion,
stem of a white flower into
see #7 Antithe colored water. Check it
Gravity Water
after a day.
project.

For more
about capillary
action see
#12 Paper
Chromatography
project.

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:

PAPER
CHROMATOGRAPHY
Chromatography • Capillary Action • Absorption

E

P
W

PROCEDURE:
1

Cut a coffee filter into three strips, each ¼ inch (.64 cm)
wide and about 8 inches (20 cm) long.

2

For each strip, make marks as shown with each different marker.
Go over each line a couple times to deposit lots of ink.

P

¾" or 2 cm

W

• 3 Mini graduated
cylinders
• Coffee filter
• Scissors
• Black washable
marker
• Black erasable
marker
• Black permanent
marker
• Ruler

12

¾" or 2 cm

E

3

Measure 1 mL of water into the 3 cylinders and set the marked
ends of the strips into the water. Watch what happens.

What’s the Science?
Paper chromatography (CROW-muh-TOG-ruh-fee) uses capillary
action to separate chemicals based on their different properties.
As capillary action pulls the water up the filters, the colors that
make up black ink will start to separate out. Because of factors
such as solubility, mass, and size, different pigments are going to
travel at different speeds. Pigments that are more soluble in water
will travel faster. Paper chromatography can be useful if you want
to see if a solution has been contaminated.

Do the Math!
After an hour, measure the total distance the water (the solvent) traveled
on each strip. Measure the distance traveled by each pigment (the solute).
The relationship between the distances is the retention factor.
For more
To calculate the retention factor (Rf) for each color, divide the distance
about capillary
the color (Dp) traveled by the distance the water traveled (Dw).
action, see
The formula is Rf = Dp /Dw. If the water traveled 20 cm and the blue
#11 Rainbow
pigment traveled 5 cm, the Rf for blue is 5/20 or 0.25. Compare the
Flowers
project.
strips, the colors, and the measurements. What conclusions can you
draw? Did the permanent marker ink dissolve?

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• Cell phone camera
• CD-R or CD
(get permission
before using)
• Different types
of lightbulbs

CD
SPECTROSCOPE

13

Light Spectrum • Spectroscopy • Optics • Lightbulbs

PROCEDURE:
1

Launch the camera app on the smart phone.

2

Hold the shiny metallic side of the CD flat against the
underside of the phone. Make sure it covers the camera lens.

3

Hold the phone and CD flat, and point the TOP END of the
phone (not the camera lens) at any bright light source. Adjust
the angle until you see a rainbow-striped line on the screen.

TAKE IT FURTHER:
Lightbulbs can produce white light in different ways.
The old-fashioned lightbulb gets its light from a thin,
glowing wire. The fluorescent bulb’s light comes from
electrons that release energy, but only at specific
wavelengths. The wavelengths blend together to appear
white, but they don’t produce a continuous light spectrum.
LED lightbulbs come close to reproducing natural sunlight.

What’s the Science?
Point your CD spectroscope
at an old-fashioned
incandescent lightbulb.
Notice the unbroken
rainbow pattern.

Point your CD spectroscope
at a fluorescent light bulb.
What’s different? What
colors do you see? What’s
between the colors?

Point your CD spectroscope
at an LED lightbulb. How
does the spectrum compare
to the other lightbulbs?

A spectroscope splits white light into a rainbow of colors.
A CD has a layer of clear plastic stamped with pits of digital
information. A thin layer of reflective metal covers the
pits. Light comes in through the clear layer and reflects off
the metal surface into the camera lens. The pits cause the
different wavelengths of light to reflect at different angles, so
the white light spreads out into a rainbow of colors. Scientists
use spectroscopes to study minerals and other elements.

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• Long post
• String (about 24''
or 61 cm)
• Full set of keys with
key ring

14

DEFYING GRAVITY
Physics • Potential Energy • Kinetic Energy • Gravity • Friction

PROCEDURE:
1

Remove one key from the key ring.
Tie it to one end of the string.
Tie the key ring to the other end.

2

Hold the post in one hand and
place the string over it so that the
key ring hangs down about an
inch below it. Hold the single key
with your other hand.

3

With the single key and the post
at the same height, let go of the
key. What happens? Try it several
times, and watch the path the
key takes.

TAKE IT FURTHER:

What’s the Science?
Energy of motion is called kinetic energy.
Stored energy is called potential energy.
Before you let go of the key, the key ring and
the key both have potential energy. When
you let go of the single key, it falls a long
distance. This builds up momentum and
speed, which gives it a lot of kinetic energy.
So, the key keeps moving and ends up
winding itself around the post. Friction keeps
the key ring from falling to the ground!

Repeat the experiment but change how far the key ring hangs below the
post. Figure out how far from the post you can place the key ring before
the key ring actually falls to the ground. Why do you think that happens?

For more
about momentum,
see #27 OneWheel Zip Line
project.

• Try using a pencil or chopstick as the pivot instead of a post from your kit.
• Try using your finger as the pivot.
• What happens if you change the angle of the pivot?

Do the Math!
The ideal weight ratio between the two ends of the string is 14 to 1. If you have
a kitchen scale, weigh each of the keys and see if you can create a combination
that gives you that ratio (you may need to find more keys).
Try this experiment using washers instead of keys. Thread 14 washers onto one
end of the string and 1 washer on the other. Can you think of other household
items you could try this experiment on?

For more
about potential
and kinetic energy,
see #15 Spoon Catapult,
#16 Catapult, #18 Soccer
Science, #31 Sand
Pendulum, and #32
Archery Science
projects.

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• 3 Boards
• 2 Long axles
• Large rubber band
• Foam balls
• Plastic spoon

15

SPOON
CATAPULT

Physics • Potential Energy • Kinetic Energy
Elasticity • Energy Transfer • Projectile Motion
!

NOTE

Never launch anything except
the foam balls in your kit.

PROCEDURE:
1
1a

Use the diagram to build the catapult. Place the spoon so the
handle is in front of the bottom axle and behind the top axle.
1b

CONTINUED
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SPOON CATAPULT
PROCEDURE (CONTINUED):
2

Place the spoon so the handle is in front of the bottom axle and
behind the top axle. Thread a long rubber band from a peg on
the back of the bottom board, under the lower axle, around the
spoon handle, and back to the other back peg in the back.

2a

3

With one hand holding the catapult
base, use the other hand to load the
foam ball into the bowl of the spoon.

4

Pull back on the spoon, then let it go
to launch the ball! How far did it go?

TAKE IT FURTHER:
Make adjustments as needed so the objects really fly! For instance,
what happens if you use two rubber bands? What happens if you
change the position of the axles?

Do the Math!
Use your catapult to create a game that includes some fun STEM math.
The object of the game is to calibrate your catapult so that you can
launch the foam balls as accurately as possible.

What’s the Science?
You’re using the elasticity of the rubber band to store energy in your
catapult. You put potential energy in the rubber band by pulling the spoon
back. As soon as you let go of the spoon, the stored energy is released.
When the spoon stops, the ball flies forward because of Newton’s First
Law of Motion (inertia): a body at rest will remain at rest, and a body in
motion will stay in motion unless it is acted upon by an external force.
The more the rubber band stretches, the farther your foam balls will fly.

1

Create a goal using items from the kit. It can be a box, a hoop,
or something else.

2

Grab a friend or two and take turns launching the foam balls
toward the goal. You each get 10 turns. The person with the
most goals, wins.

3

Next, find out your average score. To do that, take the number
of goals and divide it by 10 (or the number of turns you had).
For example, if you hit 6 goals in 10 tries, divide 6 by 10. That
equals .6 or 60 percent.

4

Figure out what conditions give you the best accuracy.
Try the catapult at different lengths away from the
For more
goal. Which length gives you the best accuracy?
about potential
How many rubber bands? What happens if you
and kinetic energy,
change the angle from which the catapult shoots
see #16 Catapult,
#18 Soccer Science,
(lift the front of the catapult)? Experiment several
#31 Sand Pendulum, and
times before coming to a conclusion. For each
#32 Archery Science
test, do the math in step 3 to get your answer.
projects.

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• Board
• 3 Long posts
• 2 Short axles
• 3 Medium axles
• Notch Cap
• Long rubber band
• Wheel grip
• Foam balls
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CATAPULT

Physics • Tension • Elasticity • Transfer of Energy
Inertia • Trajectory
NOTE

!

Never launch anything except
the foam balls in your kit.

PROCEDURE:
1
1a

Build the catapult as shown in the diagram. Thread a
medium axle through hole 3 (from bottom) on posts.
1b

CONTINUED

CATAPULT

What’s the Science?

PROCEDURE (CONTINUED):
2

Sandwich a long post between the two
upright posts. The axle goes through hole
6 on the uprights and hole 3 on the middle
post. The middle post should rest in front
of the bottom axle. Add the notch and
wheel grip, as shown.

3

Hook the rubber band through the bottom
hole of the arm and loop the ends over the
two short axles behind.

3a

2a

16

Energy can be converted from one form to
another. Energy can also be transferred from one
object to another. When you press down on the
arm, you’re adding tension, a stretching force,
to the elastic rubber band. As long as your finger
is holding the arm down, the tension is stored
as potential energy. As soon as you release your
finger, the stored energy turns into kinetic energy
as the rubber band snaps back to its original form,
taking the arm and ball with it. When the arm
stops, the ball keeps moving forward because of
Newton’s First Law of Motion (inertia): a body
at rest will remain at rest, and a body in motion
will stay in motion unless it is acted upon by an
external force. The flying ball is a projectile—an
object that, once it’s been launched, is only
influenced by gravity. The path the ball takes
through the air is its trajectory. The angle and
force of the launch affect the trajectory.

TAKE IT FURTHER:
• Adjust axle and arm heights to change the
ball’s trajectory. Can you make the ball go
higher? Farther?
• If you have other rubber bands at home, try
them to see if the tension makes a difference in
the trajectory.
• Make a target.
How often can you
hit the bull’s-eye in
60 seconds?

4

Move one strand of each rubber band so that
it’s looped under the lowest axle on each side.

5

With your finger, press the arm to the
tabletop and set the ball inside the hoop.
Release your finger!

For more
about potential
and kinetic energy,
see #15 Spoon Catapult,
#18 Soccer Science,
#31 Sand Pendulum, and
#32 Archery Science
projects.

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• The construction
components in
your kit

17

MAKE A
CODED MESSAGE
Codes • Binary Codes

PROCEDURE:
Use the components in your kit to make a substitution code for
the 26 letters of the alphabet.

Use any combinations you like, but try to come up with
combinations that have a logic you might be able to remember.

Here’s one way you could start:

A=

D=

1 collar

1 collar on long axle

B=

E=

1 collar on short axle

2 collars

C=

F=

1 collar on medium axle

2 collars on short axle

What’s the Science?
A code is a system of words, letters, or symbols
substituted for other words, letters, or symbols. Some
codes use only two symbols. A two-symbol code is a
binary code. Morse code is a binary code that uses dots

and dashes in different combinations. Braille uses raised
and un-raised bumps you can feel with your fingers.
Computers use a binary code that uses the numbers 1 and
0 to represent letters, characters, and even numbers.

And so on.

CONTINUED
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MAKE A CODED MESSAGE
TAKE IT FURTHER:

SECRET MESSAGE:

CODE KEY

A=

= End of word

= End of letter
J=

S=

B=

K=

T=

C=

L=

U=

D=

M=

V=

E=

N=

W=

F=

O=

X=

G=

P=

Y=

H=

Q=

Z=

I=

R=

• Write your name or a short message in your code.
• Make a code that uses each component at least once.
• Make a code that uses the number of each component
in your kit, but not more (16 collars, 4 long posts, and
so on).
• Make a code that uses your components plus other
small objects you have, such as building bricks.
• Take a photo of your alphabet substitution code. Then
write a coded message. Send both photos to a friend
or parent and see if they can decode the message.
• Create your own binary code using the two sides of
coins or goldfish crackers (heads up or tails up).

Do the Math!
Use your components to make a coded number system
(0–9) and then make your own math problems in code!
See if others can solve your coded problems.

ASCII BINARY ALPHABET
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

1000001
1000010
1000011
1000100
1000101
1000110
1000111
1001000
1001001
1001010
1001011
1001100
1001101

N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

1001110
1001111
1010000
1010001
1010010
1010011
1010100
1010101
1010110
1010111
1010111
1011001
1011010

The character sets
used in computers
are based on the
American Standard
Code for Information
Interchange (ASCII)
code. Newer codes
support more
characters than the
original ASCII (ASSkey) code.

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• 4 Boards
• 2 Medium axles
• 2 Short axles
• 1 Long post
• Small rubber band
• 4 Collars
• Foam balls
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SOCCER
SCIENCE

Physics • Potential Energy • Kinetic Energy

PROCEDURE:
1
1a

Assemble the soccer field, launch arm,
and goal posts as shown in the diagram.
1b

CONTINUED

18

SOCCER SCIENCE
PROCEDURE (CONTINUED):
1c

What’s the Science?
The ball’s speed comes from kinetic energy (moving
energy). In physics, energy is the ability to do work. The
ball resting on the board isn’t doing any work. It can’t do
anything on its own. When you stretch the rubber band,
you’re storing potential energy. When you release the
arm, the rubber band’s stored energy transfers to the arm.
When the arm hits the ball, the energy transfers to the ball.
The direction of the ball depends on where the arm hits it.

2

Attach the small rubber band
as shown below.

3

Set the foam ball on the board near
the post with the rubber band.

4

Use your finger to pull the launch
arm back until it’s lined up with
the right side of the board.

5

Let go of the arm to “kick” the ball.
Did it go through the goal posts?

TAKE IT FURTHER:
• Change the position of the goal posts. What do you have to do to
get the ball through the posts?
• Can you adjust the position of the ball so that you can
consistently hit one goal post?
• Can you make some sort of net to catch the ball at the goal?
• Does it make a difference if you use a longer or shorter or
doubled rubber band?
• How does changing the tension on the arm change the action of
the ball?

For more
about potential
and kinetic energy,
see #16 Catapult,
#18 Soccer Science,
#31 Sand Pendulum, and
#32 Archery Science
projects.

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• Board
• 2 Long posts
• 2 Short posts
• 2 Long axles
• 4 Wheels
• 4 Collars
• 2 Small
rubber bands
• Balloon
• Drinking straw
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BALLOON CAR
Physics • Potential Energy • Kinetic Energy

PROCEDURE:
1

Use the small rubber band to attach
an uninflated balloon to the end of a
drinking straw.

2

Attach the straw to the top of a board
(peg side up) with a rubber band. The
easiest way is to thread a small rubber
band through a hole on the second row
and then loop the band around each peg
on top. Slide the straw under the band.

3

Build the car platform, wheels, and axles.
Place the cart on a smooth tabletop or floor.

3a

CONTINUED
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BALLOON CAR
PROCEDURE (CONTINUED):
3b

4

Set the board into the post holes on the car.

4a

What’s the Science?
Air always moves from high pressure areas to low
pressure areas. Inflating the balloon and holding
your thumb over the opening traps high pressure
air inside. When you release your thumb, the
trapped air inside rushes out through the straw.
This creates a force called thrust, which propels
the cart forward. Propulsion is the force that
causes objects to move or sustain motion. When
air escapes out the back, the balloon’s forward
movement demonstrates Newton’s Third Law
of Motion: for every action, there is an equal and
opposite reaction.

5

Blow through the straw to inflate the balloon.
Keep your thumb over the straw to keep the
air inside the balloon until you’re ready.

TAKE IT FURTHER:
• Try different types of straws, such
as flexible, metal, bent metal,
plastic, and “crazy straws.”
• Try different lengths of straws.
• Add weight to the cart.

• Try different sizes of balloons.
• Make a ramp and see if you can
make your car go up an incline.
• Try the experiment on a carpet or
on grass.

6

Release your thumb and
watch it roll!

For more
about air pressure,
see #6 Make a
Barometer, #7 AntiGravity Water,
#8 Jumping Soda Can,
and #20 Balloon
Rocket projects.

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH

20

BALLOON ROCKET
Physics • Air Pressure • Thrust • Propulsion

PROCEDURE:

MATERIALS:

1

Tape or tie the string to a doorknob, chair, or other
object for support.

5

Blow up the balloon and pinch the neck to keep the air
inside. Don’t tie the balloon.

• Uninflated balloon
• String
• Drinking straw
• Tape

2

Thread the other end of the string through the straw.

6

Tape the balloon to the straw. The opening of the
balloon should be horizontal with the ground.

3

Pull the string tight and tape or tie it to another support
in the room.

7

Keep pinching the balloon as you pull it to one end of
the string.

4

Cut off two pieces of tape, each about 3 inches (7 cm)
long and have them ready.

8

Let go of the balloon and watch what happens!

What’s the Science?
Just like the Balloon Car, your balloon rocket is
propelled forward by the backward thrust of air
pressure rushing out of the balloon.

TAKE IT FURTHER:
• Tape a small object to the balloon to see if your rocket can carry “cargo.”
• Try different balloon sizes.
• Tie the string at an incline. Can the balloon go uphill and downhill?

For more
about air pressure,
see #6 Make a
Barometer, #7 AntiGravity Water,
#8 Jumping Soda Can,
and #19 Balloon Car
projects.

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• Smartphone
• App: Music player
• Piece of thick cloth
(like a washcloth)
• Optional items to
test (see list)

TOUCHSCREEN TEST
Electrical Conductance • Capacitance • Hi-Tech Materials

PROCEDURE:
1

Touch an item on the screen with your
finger and see if the screen detects
your touch. (Of course, it does!)

Now do some more experimenting to
see what materials will work with the
touchscreen. Here are some ideas:

2

Cover your finger with the thick
cloth and try the same thing. What
happens now?

3

Dampen the cloth (damp, not wet!)
and try again.

• Facial tissue (separate into layers, and
try one layer, then two layers, and so on)
• Wooden spoon
• Pencil eraser
• Finger in a wool glove

What’s the Science?
On many smartphones and tablets, the
touch screen does not rely on the pressure
of your finger—instead, the phone detects
your finger using a property of electricity
called capacitance (kuh-PASS-ih-tuhns).
Capacitance is the ability of a material to
hold on to an electrical charge. You’ve seen
it at work if you’ve ever shuffled across a
carpet, and then zapped yourself with a
spark of static electricity when you touched
a doorknob. Your shoes pick up an electric
charge from the carpet. The charge stays
in your body (that’s capacitance) until you
touch the doorknob, then
ZAP! It sparks across.
A capacitive
touch screen uses
material that holds
an electrical
charge.

Glass
Electrons
ITO
LCD Display

Under the glass surface of a
phone’s capacitive touch screen
is a network of sensors made of
layers of a material called indium
tin oxide (ITO). ITO conducts
electricity like metal, but it’s
clear, so you can see the display
right through it.
When you touch the screen, a
tiny amount of electrical charge
jumps to your finger. (It’s not
enough for you to feel.) That
changes the capacitance of the
sensor, which tells the phone
where your finger is touching.
It’s a little complicated, but the
important thing is that only
materials that conduct electricity
can change the capacitance.
Anything that’s not a conductor
won’t work. Which items in your
experiment are conductors?

!

NOTE

21

Ask permission from
an adult before you use
the phone or touch the
screen with anything but
your finger. Don’t touch
the screen too hard or
with anything that could
scratch or damage it.

• Finger in a leather glove
• Carrot
• Raw hotdog
• Cork
• Use your imagination!

Most gloves are made of materials
that don’t conduct electricity, so
using a smartphone can be a problem
when it’s cold. Never fear! You can
get special smartphone gloves with
conducting material in the fingertips.

BUT WHAT ABOUT
THE TISSUE?
Paper isn’t a conductor, so you’re
probably wondering why your finger
worked through a tissue. It’s because
the electrical charge between the
sensor layers creates an electrical field
that extends for a tiny distance above
the screen. That’s why you can touch
the glass without having to touch the
actual sensor behind it. The tissue is
thin enough that your finger still enters
the electrical field.

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• 4 Boards
• Magnifying lens
in frame

22

MAGNIFICATION
STATION
Optics • Magnifying Lenses
! NOTE

Never look at the sun, with or without a lens! Looking at
the sun can permanently damage your eyes.

PROCEDURE:
1

Build the
magnification
station as shown.

1a

CONTINUED

MAGNIFICATION
STATION

What’s the Science?

PROCEDURE (CONTINUED):
1b

2

Set the magnifier over
objects and look at
them through your lens.

3

Hold the magnifier in
your hand and look at
objects near and far away.

4

Look at something across
the room, like a lamp or
poster on the wall. Is the
image right side up or
upside down?

22

You see objects when light reflects off of them and enters
your eyes. Lenses work by bending light. When an object is
close to your magnifying lens, the light rays reflected from
the object bend outward as they pass through the lens, so
they spread apart before reaching your eye. Your eye sees
an image that’s bigger than the real object.
When an object is far from the lens, the light rays reflected
from it bend inward as they pass through the lens. If your
eye is far enough from the lens, the light rays have crossed
one another before reaching your eye, so you see a flipped
image of the object!

TAKE IT FURTHER:
• Turn it over and look through the other end.
Do you notice any difference?
• Take the magnifier outside and place it over a nondangerous bug (like a ladybug, beetle, or pill bug).
Can you see details you couldn’t before?
• Carry your magnifier when you go outside, you
never know when you’re going to find something
interesting to look at.
• Build a cell phone holder and use the camera
function to zoom in on an object.

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• 2 Boards
• 3 Medium axles
• Large gear
• Medium gear
• Small gear
• Wheel (no grip)
• 6 Collars
• Handle
• Crank
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GEARS
Put simply, gears are wheels with teeth. The teeth fit between the
teeth of other gears. When you turn one gear, the other one turns
as well—but in the opposite direction. Two or more gears working
together are a gear train. In machines, gear trains send power

Drive gear

from one place to another. If all the gears are the same size, they
will turn at the same speed and with the same force. If the gears
are different sizes, you can change speed, force, and direction.

Driven gear

CHANGING SPEEDS

On any gear train, the
wheel providing the power
is the drive gear. A gear
turned by the drive gear
is called a driven gear. In
the build shown here, the
drive gear spins clockwise.
The driven gear spins at
the same speed (because
it is the same size) and it’s
going counterclockwise.

Turns 1 time

When two meshed gears
are different sizes, they
turn at different speeds.
For example, if one gear is
twice as big around as the
other, the small gear will
make two full turns for
each turn of the big one.
With any pair of differentsized gears, the larger one
always turns more slowly
than the smaller one.

Turns 1.67 times

24 teeth
40 teeth

CONTINUED

GEARS
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(CONTINUED):

Gears of different sizes let you generate more force. A small wheel
turns more quickly but with less force, while a big wheel turns more
slowly but with more force. See what happens when you connect

your power source (the crank, in this case) to the smaller gear and
use it to drive the large gear. Push the axle on the small gear through
from the back to make it long enough to attach the crank in the front.

Gear Assembly
1

2

Do the Math!
To figure out the gear ratio, count the teeth on each gear.
Divide the number of teeth of the driving gear by the
number of teeth of the driven gear.
• If the Drive Gear has 24 teeth and the Driven Gear
has 8 teeth: 24/8 = 3. So for every turn of the
drive gear, the driven gear will turn three times.
The gear ratio is 1:3 (driver:driven).
• If the Drive Gear has 8 teeth and the Driven Gear
has 24, the ratio is 3:1.
Only use the driving gear and the final gear in your
calculations for gear ratios.

3

Can you build some gear trains and figure out the gear ratios of each?

Large
gear has
40 teeth

Medium
gear has
24 teeth

Small
gear has
8 teeth

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• Board
• 4 Long posts
• 2 Short posts
• 2 Long axles
• Medium axle
• 2 Large gears
• 2 Small gears
• 2 Wheels (no grips)
• 9 Collars
• Crank
• Handle
• Benham’s Disk
paper component

OPTICAL ILLUSION—
BENHAM’S DISK
Optics

PROCEDURE:
1

1a

!

NOTE

24

This project works
best under bright
natural light, like
sunlight. Fluorescent or
LED light might cause a
pulsating effect, which
can be hard to look at.

1b

Using the diagram, put
together the model.

1c

CONTINUED
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OPTICAL ILLUSION—
BENHAM’S DISK
PROCEDURE (CONTINUED):
1d

2

1e

Place the black-and-white Benham’s disk
on the end axle with the small gear. Stare at
the disk and begin turning the crank. As you
concentrate on the pattern, your eyes might
begin to see colored rings.

2a

!

NOTE

Make sure the gears move freely when
you turn the crank. Adjust as needed.
Add collars as needed.

What’s the Science?
In an optical illusion, you might think you see
something that isn’t really there, or maybe you see
something as having three dimensions when it only
has two. That’s because you don’t only see things
with your eyes—your brain also gets involved. And
your brain is constantly trying to make sense of what
your eyes are seeing. Your brain “connects the dots,”
so to speak, even if the dots don’t really connect.

TAKE IT FURTHER:
In this optical illusion, your eyes begin to see
colors, even though the ink is black. Researchers
are still trying to figure out all the science
behind this, but it appears that when the disk
spins at a certain rate, the flashing black-andwhite patterns eventually cause the color
sensitive areas of your eye to respond as though
you are seeing real colors.

• Try different gear combinations and see which one
works better with which optical illusion.
• Make a spinning top from your components and
spin the optical illusion disk on your top!
• Try your optical illusion disks on the fast (small)
and slow (large) gears. Some illusions work better
at different speeds.

SCIENCE
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MATH
MATERIALS:
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GEAR ASSEMBLY
Gears • Belt Drive System

PROCEDURE:
1

• 4 Boards
• Long post
• 3 Medium axles
• 3 Wheels
(without grips)
• Large gear
• Medium gear
• 12 Collars
• Handle
• Crank
• Small rubber band
• Optical illusion disk

1a

Build the
gear assembly,
as shown.

1b

CONTINUED
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GEAR ASSEMBLY
PROCEDURE (CONTINUED):
2

1c

!

Loop the rubber band around the two
wheels, like pulleys.

2a

NOTE

This particular axle is slanted on
purpose to allow both gears to meet.
These two gears need to be “manually
clipped” together to touch their teeth.

What’s the Science?
Gears and pulley wheels can be connected by a flexible
band called a belt. Belts transfer motion from one axle to
another. When you turn the handle on the wheel, motion
is transferred to the second wheel by the movement of the
rubber band. The second wheel is connected to gears that
turn the axle in front! You can find belt drives in all kinds of
machines, such as sewing machines, vacuum cleaners, car
engines, and printing presses.

You might
want to tape the
boards to your work
surface, because the
turning force (torque)
of the handle also lifts
and moves the base
of your gear
assembly.

3

Place one of the paper disks on the axle
attached to the large gear.

4

Turn the crank on the rear wheel to
move the large gear in front!

TAKE IT FURTHER:
• Rearrange gears, pulleys, and rubber bands to make new
belt drives.
• This belt drive is horizontal. Can you make a vertical belt drive?
• Get outside and take a bike ride! Your bike chain is a type
of belt drive that connects the gears using sprockets. What
happens when you shift gears and the chain lands on the
smaller of the front gears? What happens when you shift up to
the larger gear? Is it easier or harder to pedal?

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• 2 Long posts
• 2 Short posts
• 2 Small gears
• 7 Collars
• 4 Wheels
(with grips)
• 3 Long axles
• 3 Small axles
• Paper sail
• Blow dryer or fan
(optional)

26

SAIL CAR

Physics • Force • Friction • Air Pressure

PROCEDURE:
1

Build car chassis as shown, with the mast slightly tilted.

1a

1c

1b

CONTINUED
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SAIL CAR
PROCEDURE (CONTINUED):
2

Add the paper sail.

2a

2b

What’s the Science?
Forces that help your car move include the push from your hand
and the moving air pushing the sail. The large surface area of the sail
catches a lot of wind pressure. These forces need to be large enough to
overcome the friction of the wheels on the axles and on the surface.
A larger sail can make a difference, but it also adds more slow-it-down
weight and friction. Getting the right balance is important.

3

First, set the car on a smooth surface and
push it with your hand.

4

Next, blow on the sail to propel your car.

5

Finally, use a fan or a blow dryer to
move the car.

TAKE IT FURTHER:
• Does a larger sail make the car
go faster?
• Can you make a sail that is larger—
but lighter weight—than the sail in
your kit?

• Can your sail car go up an incline or
jump a gap? Can it tow another toy?
• Do the angle of the mast and sail
make a difference in speed?

SCIENCE
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MATERIALS:
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ONE-WHEEL ZIP LINE
Physics • Gravity • Acceleration • Force • Mass • Slope • Speed • Weight

PROCEDURE:
1

Build the zip line cart as
shown in the diagram.

1a

1b

• 2 Boards
• Long post
• Short post
• Short axle
• Wheel
(without grip)
• 2 Collars
• String

CONTINUED
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ONE-WHEEL ZIP LINE
PROCEDURE (CONTINUED):
2

Tie one end of the string to a solid object that is about 5 feet
above the floor. Pull the string tight and tie it to another support
object, so that the string is sloping downward at an angle.

3

Position the wheel over the string at its highest point.
Let go of the cart.

4

Now add an extra
board to the
center and run it
down the string
again. Did it go
faster or slower?

4a

3a

What’s the Science?
Gravity is the force that pulls everything—including your zip line cart—
toward the center of the Earth. The string prevents the cart from
falling straight down, so the cart rolls downhill. Physics tells us that
as objects fall, they accelerate, or go faster. More acceleration means
more momentum. Momentum measures how forcefully something
is moving. So as the cart zips down the string, it goes faster and with
more force. But something else is going on, the friction of the pulley
wheel rubbing on the string slows the cart down.

TAKE IT FURTHER:
Momentum is also
related to weight—
a heavier object has
more momentum.
That means adding
weight to the cart
makes a difference
in the speed.

• Can your zip line carry a load without dumping it?
• How long of a zip line can you make?
• What happens if your zip line has more slack? Less slack?
• Use what you know about zip lines to construct different
designs. Do heavier carts fall faster or slower?

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• 4 Boards
• Crank
• Handle
• 10 Collars
• 2 Large gears
• Medium gear
• 2 Wheels
(with grips)
• 2 Long axles
• Medium axle
• Crab automaton
paper pieces
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BUILD A SPINNING
AUTOMATON!
Gear Trains • Rotational Motion

PROCEDURE:
1

1b

Build the automaton mechanism, as shown.
The trick is to get the wheel grip on the
lower wheel to touch the large gear above
it, just inside the teeth. Try not to let the
upper axle touch the lower one.

1a

1c

CONTINUED
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BUILD A SPINNING AUTOMATON!
PROCEDURE (CONTINUED):
1d

2

1e

Add the folded crab to the top axle and turn
the crank to make it spin!

2a

What’s the Science?
On this gear train, when you turn the crank, the
gear meshes with another gear, spinning its axle in
rotational (round and round) motion. The wheel
on the lower axle touches the large gear on the
vertical axle, and causes it to spin too!

TAKE IT FURTHER:
• What do you think will happen if you swap the large and medium
gears, so that the large gear is the driver? Try it. Were you right?
How does the gear swap change the speed of your automaton?
• Can you think of other ways you could design a machine
with a spinning axle?

For more
information
about gear
trains, see the
#23 Gears
card.

For more
information
about rotational
motion, see the
#29 Up-Down,
Round-and-Round
card.

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• 4 Boards
• Crank
• Handle
• 10 Collars
• Large gear
• Medium gear
• 3 Wheels
(with grips)
• 2 Long axles
• Medium axle
• Bunny automaton
paper pieces
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UP AND DOWN,
ROUND AND ROUND
Reciprocal Motion • Camshaft

PROCEDURE:
1

1b

Build the automaton structure.
Make sure the off-center wheel on
the horizontal axle is underneath the
wheel on the vertical axle

1a

1c

Off-center wheel
Axle not in center hole.

CONTINUED

UP AND DOWN, ROUND AND ROUND
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PROCEDURE (CONTINUED):
1d

2

1e

Add the folded bunny to the axle and turn
the handle to see how the automaton moves.

2a

What’s the Science?
By bumping the wheel above it, the
off-center wheel and axle act as a camshaft.
The purpose of a camshaft is to convert
rotational motion to reciprocal
(up-and-down, or back-and-forth) motion.
On a camshaft, one point is higher, so it forces

the object it is touching to move to the height
of the cam. You can find camshafts in engines,
pumps, and other machines. The cam on your
axle is an off-center wheel that meets and
moves another wheel (around in a circle).

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATH
MATERIALS:
• 4 Boards
• 2 Long axles
• Medium axle
• 4 Small axles
• Large gear
• Medium gear
• 4 Wheels
(with grips)
• 12 Collars
• UFO and alien
paper pieces
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ROLLING
AUTOMATON
Gears • Driving Gear • Rotational Motion

PROCEDURE:
1

1a

Build the automaton as shown.
The 4 short axles are securing
the top board onto the two side
walls, but not the back board.
1b

CONTINUED
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ROLLING
AUTOMATON
PROCEDURE (CONTINUED):
1c

2

The rotational gear system is inside
the mechanism instead of outside.

3

2a

To test how the gears are working, give the mechanism a
little push on a smooth, flat surface. When it rolls, does
the vertical axle spin? Add the assembled UFO and push it
across the surface!

3a

What’s the Science?
When you push the cart, the wheels turn an axle inside the box
with a gear. This makes the gear on the turning axle the driving
gear. The driving gear meshes with the large gear above it, giving
it a spin. The spinning axle transfers its rotational motion to the
wheel above it, spinning the vertical axle and the automaton.

TAKE IT FURTHER:
• Can you make a rolling automaton
with reciprocal motion?
• Can you make a rolling automaton
with both rotational and
reciprocal motion?

SCIENCE
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MATERIALS:
• 4 Boards
• 2 Small posts
• 4 Long posts
• Small axle
• Collar
• String
• Cone paper piece
• Tape
• Salt or colored
craft sand
• Large piece of
black or colorful
construction paper
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SAND PENDULUM
Physics • Gravity • Oscillating Motion
Pendulums • Potential and Kinetic Energy

PROCEDURE:
1
1a

Build the pendulum
tower as shown.
1b

1c

CONTINUED
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SAND PENDULUM
PROCEDURE (CONTINUED):
2

Punch out the cone and roll it into shape. Insert tab
and secure with a piece of tape.

3

Thread one end of the string through both holes
in the cone.

What’s the Science?
A pendulum is any weight that hangs from a point
and moves backward and forward in a circular arc, like
a playground swing. Back-and-forth movement like
this is called oscillating (OSS-eh-lay-ting) motion. It
always takes the same amount of time for a pendulum
of a certain length to swing from its starting point
and back. When you pulled back the cone of salt, you
gave it potential energy. As soon as you released it,
the stored energy became kinetic (moving) energy.
A pendulum loses energy over time due to friction
between the string or chain and the device it’s attached
to. Air friction also slows it down. This is why the
ellipses in your sand artwork get smaller and smaller.

TAKE IT FURTHER:
• Make the string longer or shorter.
• Start the pendulum swinging in a different direction.
• Use a stopwatch to time the period of pendulum for
different string lengths.

4

Pull the cone to the middle and
thread the ends of the string
through the crossed posts at
the top of the pendulum.

5

Pull the ends of
the string to the
back, with the cone
hanging in the front.
When the cone is
where you want it,
wrap the ends of the
string around the
axle to secure it.

6

Set the colored paper on the surface under the cone.

7

Stick a piece of tape over the hole in the bottom of
the cone.

8

Pour salt or sand into the cone, and then pull the cone
to one side and, in one motion, remove the tape and
let go of the cone.

4a

SCIENCE
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MATERIALS:
• 4 Boards
• 2 Long posts
• 4 Short posts
• Long axle
• 2 Short axles
• 7 Collars
• Hub
• Large gear
• Large rubber band
• Foam balls
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ARCHERY SCIENCE
Elastic Potential Energy • Kinetic Energy • Trajectory • Gravity

PROCEDURE:
1

1a

1b

Build the archery
assembly as shown.

1c

CONTINUED
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ARCHERY SCIENCE
PROCEDURE (CONTINUED):
1d

1e

2

Place the ball on top of the gear.

3

Gently pull back on the “arrow” and then
release it. Did you hit the ball?

1f

What’s the Science?
Rubber bands are elastic. That means they will
return to their original shape after they have
been deformed or stretched. By stretching the
rubber band back and into another position,
you’re giving it potential energy. A stretched
rubber band can now do something: it can snap
back to its original shape. The farther you stretch
it, the more potential energy it has. As soon as
you release the stretched band, the potential
energy immediately becomes kinetic (moving)
energy. Because your “arrow” is attached to the
rubber band, it moves when the rubber band
snaps forward. When the arrow hits the ball, the
ball becomes a projectile. The path the ball takes

through the air is its trajectory. Newton’s First
Law of Motion says that a projectile will continue
moving in the same direction and at the same
speed unless a force acts on it. From the moment
the ball is launched, air resistance and gravity act
to slow it and pull it down.

TAKE IT FURTHER:
• Can you construct a different platform/
holder for the foam ball?
• Can you adjust the structure so that the ball
arcs upward?

SCIENCE
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TESSELLATIONS
Tessellations • Regular Tessellations

PROCEDURE:

MATERIALS:

1

Punch out the shapes on one of
the tessellation cards.

• Tessellation
paper pieces

2

Fit the shapes together into tessellated patterns,
with no gaps or overlaps.

What’s the Science?
You’ve been looking at tessellations
your whole life, but you might not
have known what to call them. Tile
floors, brick walls, and chess boards
are all examples. When you cover a
surface with a pattern that’s made
with one or more shapes, repeated
over and over, you have a tessellation.
The shapes must fit together without
any gaps or overlaps.

Do the Math!
If you cover the surface with equilateral triangles, squares,
or hexagons, you’ve created what’s called a regular tessellation.
In math, a “regular” shape is one where all the sides are equal
and all the angles are equal. In a regular tessellation, you have a
shape that goes exactly around a point (the vertex) and the angles
of the shape need to total 360 degrees. The only three regular
tessellations are an equilateral triangle, a square, and a hexagon.
For example, an equilateral triangle has three sides and three
60-degree angles, so six equilateral triangles fit exactly around
each vertex (6 x 60 = 360).

Vertex

60°
60°

60°

60°

60°
60°

=360°
Can you do the math for the other two regular tessellations:
a square and a hexagon?

TAKE IT FURTHER:
A bee’s honeycomb is an example
of a tessellation in nature.

• Find items in your home that are tessellations.
• Draw tessellated patterns and color them in.
• Research ancient tilework to find tessellated designs.

SCIENCE
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MATERIALS:

SIERPINSKI TRIANGLE

34

Fractal Geometry

PROCEDURE:
1

Use the ruler to draw
an equilateral triangle.

• Sheet of paper
• Ruler
• Pencil, pen, marker,
or paint

2

What’s the Science?
A fractal is a pattern that repeats itself
endlessly, and every part of the fractal—from
large to small—looks like the whole image. In
nature, you can see fractals in trees, where
each branch is a small-scale version of the
whole tree. In mathematics, fractals appear
the same at different scales, like your triangle.

Find the midpoint of each
side of the triangle.

3

Connect the mid points to form a
new triangle.

4

Find the midpoints of each side of the
new triangle. Connect the points to make
three new, smaller triangles, as shown.

5

For every triangle you draw, find the
midpoint of each side and join them to
make even smaller triangles.

6

Continue indefinitely!

TAKE IT FURTHER:
Draw a large Y shape. At the
midpoint of each line, draw
another Y. Keep adding Y’s
until your shape looks like a
tree. Color it in!

SCIENCE
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MATH
MATERIALS:
• Board
• 4 Long posts
• 2 Short posts
• 2 Long axles
• Medium axle
• 2 Large gears
• 2 Small gears
• 2 Wheels
(without grips)
• 9 Collars
• Crank
• Handle
• Red-Green-Blue
paper disk
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OPTICAL ILLUSION—
COLOR PERCEPTION
Physiology • Electromagnetic Spectrum • How Humans Perceive Color

PROCEDURE:
1

1a

1b

Using the diagram,
put together the model.

1c

1d

CONTINUED

OPTICAL ILLUSION—COLOR PERCEPTION
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PROCEDURE (CONTINUED):
1e

What’s the Science?

!

NOTE

Make sure the
gears move freely
when you turn
the crank. Adjust
as needed. Add
collars as needed.

2

bigger electromagnetic spectrum. The
electromagnetic spectrum includes radio
waves, microwaves, infrared waves,
visible light waves, ultraviolet waves,
X-rays, and gamma rays. They are all
waves of the same kind of energy, known
as electromagnet energy.

Electromagnetic Spectrum

Place the Red-Green-Blue disk on the end axle with the small gear.

Light Sensors

2a

3

The “white” light you see all around
you is made up of all the colors of
the rainbow. Each color of light has a
different wavelength. A wavelength is
the distance between the peaks of the
waves. The range of light wavelengths
you can see is called the visible light
spectrum. It’s a small part of a much

While staring at the center of the Red-Green-Blue disk, turn the
crank as fast as you can. If you spin it fast enough, the disk will
appear white.

Your eyes perceive color because you
have photo (light) sensor cells. Some
cells, called rods, allow you to see levels
of light. Rods let you see in the dark and
are sensitive to motion. Other cells, called
cones, let you see color. You have three
types of cones, and each type detects a
specific range of colors—red, green, or
blue. You see more colors than red, green,
and blue because some wavelengths
overlap and your brain interprets them as
different colors. When only red and green
cones are stimulated, you see yellow.
When all the cones are stimulated at the
same time, you see white!

TAKE IT FURTHER:
Use what you know about color
perception to make your own optical
illusion using the blank disk in your
paper components.

For more
about light and
color, see #13 CD
Spectroscope and
#24 Optical Illusions—
Benham’s Disk
projects.

